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I. Multiple Choice Questions. (5 Marks )
1. Producing young ones is called

//?//

Reproduction

Photosynthesis

Breathing

veins

stomata

leaf blade

2.

Tiny openings in the leaf which
helps the plant to breathe

3.

Insects fly towards light. This
shows that they can

feel changes
around them

breathe

grow

4. All living things get energy from

water

air

food

tail

wings

fins

5.

Birds fly from one place to
another with the help of

II. Name the following.

(3 Marks )

1. This plant closes its leaves when touched.

___________________________

2. Cockroaches breathe with the help of this body part.

___________________________

3. A plant from which a new plant can grow from its stem. ___________________________
III. Write True or False. If false, correct the statement.

(2 Marks )

1. Cows reproduce by laying eggs. __________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Most plants grow from seeds. __________
________________________________________________________________________
3. My toy puppy does not feel hungry . _________
________________________________________________________________________
IV. Answer the following.

( 3 Marks )

1. Why do living things move from one place to another?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Write an example to show that plants can feel changes around themselves.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
3. How do animals reproduce?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
V. Look at the picture and answer the following. ( 2 Marks )
1. Name the special body part which helps it to breathe. _________
2. How does it move in water?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
VI. Give reason.

( 3 Marks)

1 . Plants are living things but they do not move from one place to another.

2. Your eraser will not feel cold even if you put it in the fridge.

3. A dog lives for 10-12 years and then dies.

VII. Write two differences between Living and Non - Living.
Living

Non - Living

1.

1.

2.

2.

( 2 Marks)

